
Risk assets are selling off somewhat in Europe on Tuesday morning
as concerns over Brexit begin to grow once more, with investors
conscious of timelines and of how long it would take the European
Parliament to approve any deal that is potentially struck. Later today,
UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson will travel to Brussels for what are
becoming emergency talks with his counterpart: European
Commission President Ursula von der Leyen. The two sides said last
night in a joint statement that they are still far apart, with "significant
differences" on the three main issues of the governance of a deal,
rules for fair competition, and fisheries. 
Commentary on the talks is undoubtedly becoming more pessimistic
than before, with one senior British official last evening claiming that
there has been no real progress since last week and that there is
every chance that a deal will not be reached. At home, Minister for
Foreign Affairs Simon Coveney yesterday exercised a fairly cautious
tone on the matter, saying: "Without political intervention from the
very top, i.e. from the prime minister and the president, then I think
people are increasingly pessimistic that the negotiating teams can
get this concluded successfully."  
EUR/GBP +0.35% to 0.9080, GBP/USD -0.20% to 1.3350 this
morning.
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Equities: The main indices slightly lower again in Europe on Tuesday morning, with Brexit
uncertainty weighing on sentiment, despite the start of the vaccine rollout this week and
further stimulus likely to come from the ECB on Thursday. VIX pushed to a 2-week high
yesterday of $22.60, having since pulled back to $21.80 this morning.
Currencies: EUR/USD has spent the last few trading sessions consolidating just above the
$1.21 mark, having burst upwards through major resistance last week on Dollar weakness
and a generally positive sentiment surrounding vaccines. Sterling is coming under some
pressure again on Tuesday as Brexit concerns begin to weigh on markets some more.
Safe-havens: Gold saw gains of 1.5% yesterday, as Covid cases remain stubbornly high in
the States, coupled with hopes for significantly increased stimulus to come from the ECB
this week. The metal, however, is still trading over 10.5% off its all-time high which was put in
back in August. Bonds were in demand on Monday as equities sold off somewhat, pushing
yields lower. US 10yr yields closed the day below the 0.93% level while German 10yr Bund
yields have this morning headed lower again, touching -0.60% briefly.
Looking ahead: Tuesday and Wednesday are set to be quieter in terms of economic data
points, with the exception of the Bank of Canada's latest rate decision to come tomorrow at
15:00 Irish time. The highlight of the week will come from the ECB on Thursday. Campbell
Soup due to report tomorrow, with Oracle Corp, Ocado, and Adobe Inc's results to come on
Thursday.

Brexit

Housing in Ireland
According to the latest analysis from the Banking and Payments
Federation Ireland (BPFI), the supply of houses in the country is
unlikely to meet demand for another 3 years at least. 
The BPFI now estimates that the total number of completions for
2020 will come in above 19,000, which on a positive note is much
higher than what was expected for the year back in April when
building sites were closed. For context, 18,000 and 21,000 units were
completed in 2018 and 2019 respectively. According to the Central
Bank, roughly 35,000 new units would have to be built each year to
match demand in Ireland. 
"There is a close relationship between the number of completions in
a year and the number of commencements in the previous year"
said Ali Ugur, chief economist of the BPFI.
"Hence lower than expected commencement numbers in 2020 will
put pressure on the number of new dwellings to be completed in
2021 at a time when most observers expected housing supply to
catch up with both current and pent-up demand, estimated to be
around 35,000 units. It is now likely that housing output will not
reach these levels until the end of 2023" he added.
In this latest BPFI report, figures from Jan-Sep of 2020 were cited,
during which commencement levels were at 13,314 units, 25% lower
than the same period in 2019.


